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Abstract 

 
       Computational agent-based systems can improve 

the efficiency of traditional astrological fortune pre-

diction system. Agents can make their own decisions 

and can adapt from their environment. The ability of 

agents is a very powerful tool for implementing intelli-

gent systems.  The agent-based approach allows the 

system designer to implement the system using multiple 

agents, with each agent specialized for a particular 
task.  In this paper, the system is designed to develop 

the fortune prediction system using interface and col-

laborative agents; each agent is specialized for giving 

detail and exact predictions of user desired.  The inter-

face agent interacts between user and collaborative 

agent.  The collaborative agent accepts the infor-

mation from the interface agent, chooses the appropri-

ate method, requests the required information from 

user through the interface agent, generates the results 

of the fortune prediction and finally sends back to the 

user via the interface agent.  This system provides val-

uable response to user such as healthy, occupation, 
finance and lucky gems. 

Keywords:   interface agent, collaborative agent,  

         agent. 

 

1.   Introduction 

      A multi-agent system can be viewed as an artificial 

virtual society, in which agents can cooperate or coor-

dinate to perform tasks. The agent requires a set of 

agreed messages, rules for actions based upon recep-

tion of various messages and assumptions of the com-
munication channels [2].  

      An agent-based solution is useful and attractive 

because the various agents used in the solution inher-

ently know how to do many things. For example, 

agents know how to communicate with other agents.  

A good agent-based design will utilize as many agents 

as are required and no more [2].  

      Agent is a computer system that is capable of inde-

pendent action on behalf of its user or owner. Agent 

technology is well suited for use in applications that 

reason about the messages or questions received over a 

network. It presents interface agent and collaborative 
agent to automate the fortune prediction process. In 

this paper, agents make negotiation with other agent by 

using interface agent and collaborative agent to pro-

vide valuable advice and helpful guides for users who 

want to know their future prediction [1].     

      Like traditional applications, agent-based applica-

tions require careful analysis and design. Agents can 

be used to perform data translation and implement data 

systems interfaces that meet a wide variety of require-

ments [2].  

 

2.   Theory Background 

In the recent years, agent technology has found 

many interesting applications in e-commerce, decision 
support systems and internet applications. Agents have 

proven particularly useful in business scenarios, han-

dling workflows, managing user profiles for personali-

zation [1].  

An agent is a software entity that can perform in-

formation-related tasks without ongoing human super-

vision. Intelligent agents are software entities that car-

ry out some set of operations on behalf of a user or 

another program with some degree of independence or 

autonomy, and in so doing, employ some knowledge 

or representation of the user’s goals or desires [1].  

Agents are a more specific kind of agent. At a min-
imum, a software agent is defined as an autonomous 

software entity that can interact with its environment. 

Agents are implemented using software.  This means 

that they are autonomous and can react with other enti-

ties, including humans, machines, and other software 

agents in various environments and across various plat-

forms [2].  

Agent-based systems technology has generated lots 

of excitement in recent years because of its promise as 

a new paradigm for conceptualizing, designing, and 

implementing software systems. This promise is par-
ticularly attractive for creating software that operates 

in environments that are distributed and open, such as 

the internet. Currently, the great majority of agent-

based systems consist of interface agent and collabora-

tive agent. However, as the technology matures and 

addresses increasingly complex applications, the need 

for systems that consist of multiple agents that provide 

combining agents apparent to get the user desire. Cen-

tral to the design and effective operation of such multi-

agent systems are a core set of issues and research 

questions that have been studied over the years by the 

distributed AI community [1].  
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3.   Agent Technology 

      An agent is a computer system that is situated in 

some environment that is capable of autonomous ac-

tion in this environment in order to meet its design 

objectives [2].  

     Agent involves theses properties:  

 

 Autonomous - agents are proactive, goal-

directed and act on their own performing 

tasks on one’s behalf without necessarily re-
quiring user initiation, confirmation, and noti-

fication.  

 Adaptive -agents dynamically adapt to 

and learn about their environment. They are 

adaptive to uncertainty and change.  

 Cooperative - agents coordinate and negoti-

ate to achieve common goals. They are self-

organizing and can delegate [1].  

 

     The great majority of agent based system consists 

of a single agent. But agent technology matures and 
addresses increasingly complex applications, the need 

for system consists of multiple agents that communi-

cate in a peer-to-peer fashion [4].  

      Agent can cooperate by using an Agent Communi-

cation Language (ACL) to support the sharing of a rich 

agreed understanding concerning the semantics of the 

message content [2].  

     Agents are capable of interacting with other agents 

by using agent communication language to coordinate, 

cooperate and negotiation to achieve their goals [1].  

  

3.1 Interface Agent 

      Interface agents lead to a somewhat different de-

sign style, brought on by the possibility that the agent 
may need to interact with the interface while the user is 

also interacting with the interface [3].  

     The user may or may not be aware of the agent's 

activities at any given moment. This design style has 

its own considerations and tradeoffs, and deserves 

more attention in the interface design field [3].  

      Interface agent can affect the objects in a direct 

manipulation interface. The interface agent reads input 

that the user presents to the interface, and it can make 

changes to the objects the user sees on the screen, 

though not necessarily one-to-one with user actions 
[3].  

     The agent may observe many user inputs, over a 

long period of time, before deciding to take a single 

action, or a single user input may launch a series of 

actions on the part of the agent, again, possibly over an 

extended period of time [2].  

     The agent may also display suggestions, or perform 

direct-manipulation actions on objects in the displayed 

interface, based on input implicitly collected from the 

user [1].  

  Interface agents are becoming more and more at-
tractive due to the increasing complexity of user inter-

faces and the tasks to which they are applied. Interface 

agents provide a way out of this dilemma [3].   

 

3.2 Collaborative Agent 

     Collaborative agents are able to find global solu-

tions to complex systems using local knowledge rather 

than a complete global knowledge set [4].  

     Collaboration and communication between various 
agents can take many different forms. This is only 

concerned with those forms that aid an agent in making 

better decisions in the context of new situations [3].   

     Collaborative communication between agents oc-

curs in the form of request and reply messages. An 

agent is not required to reply to any message it re-

ceives. This leaves each agent the freedom to decide 

when and whom to help [4].  

     Any request always contains the agent's identifier, 

the agent's contact information (for replies) and a re-

quest identifier (reqid) generated by the agent issuing 
the request. The reqid is necessary since an agent may 

send out multiple requests simultaneously whose re-

plies may arrive out of order [1].  

 

 4.   Design of the System       

     The proposed system develops to generate fortune 

prediction by using six methods: Hindu Zodiac Signs, 

Chinese Horoscope Signs, Numerology by Name, 

Numerology by Day of Birth, That_Yout and Numer-

ology Gipsy Method.  The system can generate the 

results which depend on not only user’s input (e.g., 

year of birth, born day, name, etc.) but also user’s 

choice that he/she wants to predict the fortune. 

     Firstly, the user can choose the wishful facts (e.g., 

day of birth, month of birth, name, etc.).  The system 

generates the predictions that match with the facts that 
the user chooses.  To generate these predictions, the 

interface agent receives the facts that the user chooses.  

Then this agent interacts with collaborative agent and 

sends the user’s chosen facts to the collaborative agent.  

The collaborative agent generates many available pre-

dictions (e.g., mentality, healthy, lucky gems, marriage 

partner, etc.) and sends to the interface agent.  The 

interface agent allows the user to choose one or more 

predictions among these.  Based on these required pre-

dictions, the collaborative agent generates suitable 

method.  
     If the required predictions of the user conflict with 

two or more methods, the collaborative agent unwinds 

back to interface agent, to request the user what kind of 

methods he or she wants to choose.  After the user has 

chosen the required methods, the interface agent sends 

the received facts to the collaborative agent.  The col-

laborative agent requests to the user the required data 

to generate predictions.  After filling the required data, 

the interface agent sends these data to the collaborative 

agent.  After calculating the user data, the collaborative 

agent sends the fortune prediction to the interface 
agent.                                                          
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   Finally, the user can get the detail information of 

the user selected prediction. This system is applied to 

generate the result of prediction for people who would 

like to know about their fortune. The designed of the 

proposed system is shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  System Design of the Proposed 

System 

 

4.1    Traditional Hindu Zodiacal Signs 

      Traditional Hindu Astrology has a sidereal coor-

dinate zodiac system with twelve signs.  

       Astrology is represented by the astrological signs.  

The names of the Hindu zodiacal signs are ''ram'' (Ar-

ies), ''bull'' (Taurus), "pair" (Gemini), "crab" (Cancer), 

"lion" (Leo), "girl" (Virgo), "balance" (Libra), "scorpi-
on" (Scorpio), "armed with a bow" (Sagittarius), "sea-

monster" (Capricorn), "pitcher, water-pot" (Acquari-

us), "fish" (Pisces).  

       If the user chooses the input (day of birth and 

month of birth), the user can know about the predic-

tions of mentality, character, behavior, appearance, 

hobby, occupation, healthy, marriage life and love by 

using Hindu astrology [8][9].  

 

 

March   21        -      April        20      ->     Aries 
April     21        -       May         20     ->     Taurus 

May      21        -       June         20     ->     Gemini 

June     21         -       July          20     ->     Cancer 

July      21         -       August     20     ->     Leo 

August 21         -       September22    ->     Virgo 

September 23   -       October     22    ->     Libra 

October 23       -       November 22    ->     Scorpio 

November 23   -       December 20    ->      Sagittarius 

December 21   -        January    19     ->     Capricorn 

January     20   -        February   20    ->     Acquarius 

February   21   -         March      20    ->     Pisces 

 

  

 

4.2   Chinese Horoscope signs 

    Chinese Horoscope Signs, Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, 

Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, Monkey, Rooster, Dog 

and Pig, 12 Chinese Zodiac animal signs can be con-

verted into Five Elements, which are Metal, Water, 

Wood, Fire and Earth [6][10].  

     Five elements are the key to find the user’s lucky 

times and places. To know the user’s five elements is 

the way to live luckier, wealthier, healthier, happier 
and longer. If the user chooses the input (day of birth, 

month of birth and year of birth), the user can know 

about the predictions of appearance, character, hobby 

and job, business life, fate, finance, healthy, friendship 

and opponent, marriage partner, lucky colors, lucky 

gems and lucky charms by using Chinese Horoscope.  

     In addition you can predict the compatibility with 

whoever the user would like to know. The user can 

recognize good or bad condition for life [6][10].  

 

4.3   Numerology by Name 

    Numerology is the study of numbers, and the occult 

manner in which they reflect certain aptitudes and 

character tendencies, as an integral part of the cosmic 

plan. Each letter has a numeric value that provides a 

related cosmic vibration [5].  
     The sum of the value derived from the letters in the 

name provides an interrelation of vibrations. These 

numbers show a great deal about character, behavior, 

mentality, fancy, purpose in life, what motivates, and 

where talents may lie [7].  

      Experts in numerology use the numbers to deter-

mine the best time for major moves and activities in 

life. You can compare the fate of people concerned and 

the world’s famous people.  
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  M  A  R  G  A  R  E  T T  H  A  T  C  H  E  R 

  4+ 1+9+7+ 1+ 9+5 + 2 2+ 1+8+2+ 3+ 8+ 5+ 9 

 

 =38   =38 

 

         3+8 =11                3+8 =11 

 

          1+1=2                1+1=2 

  2+2= 4 

        

 

Number 4 has its own meaning: 

 
ကမာၻကကိုလႊမ္းမကိုးးခ်္္ကကသ္္လလူမခားကကို ထကန္းးခ်ဳ္္ရး်္းကကိုလကိုလားကသ္္ 
ူဆ့်္ူအန္းရမ့်္မား့ကာ း်္ဳြန္း ၊နနး ကကို မခား့ကာူားရ ့်္္္ကကသ္္ 
ူမကန္႔့ဳးရး်္းကကို ္ြြံမိုန္း္ကကသ္္ 

 

4.4     Numerology by Day 

      The sum of the value derived from the day of birth 

provides an interrelation of vibrations. These numbers 

show about nature, mentality and character, famous 

person, lucky days, lucky gems, healthy and strange 

year. If the user chooses the input (day of birth), the 
user can know about these predictions [11].  

 
4.5    That_Yout 

      This system has the facility of predicting the per-

centage of good or bad condition of age years for life. 

For life wider foretells of age year are grouped into 

good or bad luck categories.  

      If the user chooses the input (born day, year of 
birth, month of birth, day of birth, Myanmar born 

year), the user can know percentage of good or bad 

condition, finance, facts of do and don’t, good or bad 

hypothesis and cautions of this year. It will be a good 

relief to keep away the causes of bad luck recognized 

[13].  

 

 
  

4.6    Numerology Gipsy  

     Using Numerology Gipsy Method, the user can 

realize good or bad luck that will hit throughout this 

year and can prepare how to overcome the obstacles 

coming across the user. It is important to let you know 

of the years which will be good or bad for the user 

[12]. If the user chooses the input (year of birth, month 

of birth, day of birth and year the user want to know 
prediction), the user can know about good or bad con-

dition, facts of do and don’t, cautions and motivates of 

year the user want to know.  

 

2009 

1986

23

                        5    +    2     ----- 7            

23      2009 (အြကလ္ကိ့ု ကာာႏွစ)္ 

                                               20 = 20  

5   +    8    ------13 

 
 

 

 
 

 

A + D 

A + B 

+  

+  

+

  

A  

B  C  

D  
E  

F 

 C + E 

 Then we calculate a total ‘name number’ like this:  

(Margaret Thatcher = England’s first woman Prime Minister). 
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                   ကမၻာ့လာက 
ဘိုနး္အနး္ကိုးအကး္ခကန္္ ူလိဳု က္ခ်ရ္ဳန္႔းခ ကန ္
 ဒနူ းခကန္ဳ ကိ်ု း္မႏွာ္စကအ္္ ာအ္္ ာ္ူ ့္းးႀကနးအ်္္ ္က့်္ူ့နနန႔္မ္
မ္ဳး္ခ်ဘ္န္ ္ဳက္ြား္အန့္ ကကစၥ့အြ္ ႏွက္ ်္္ရဳန္္ဳနးလိဳု း္ြ် ့္္မ်္္ ္ဆြံ
ဆြံိုး  ြံးကြားအာ့အြ္ ႏွက္ ်လ္သး္္ရဳန္္ဳနး္ရ စလ္ာမ်္္ ္က်က္္လကအ္ြနမရ
လကအ္ြနမရ ်အး္ခ်ဘ္န္ ရ ်အက္ြားအနမ့ကအ့္ ဆြဳ နရ စရ္ စ ္္ူ ့ ာ
ူ့ ာ္ဳနရ စရ္ စ္္ ဒနူ းခ ကနမ္ႏွာ္က်္
က့်္ဆနကကိ္ု ရဳန့္ ္ာကလ္ာအအအ္်္္ ္ာႏွစ္္ ႏွသလ္မခား္ကြနကြာ့နကလ့ အြနန႔္ရဳန္္ဳနး
ရဳန္္ဳနး္ဆြံို့အြ႔္အအအ္်္္  
 ဒါ့ဳမ့်္္အစး္ိုကအကထား္မႏွာက္ဒနူ ကက္ဳ ကိ်ု း္မႏွာ္္ကို
္ကိ္ု ာလိဳု ္္ မလကို ္ဒန္ ာ္လိဳု ္္ မလကိုနန႔္ူးခကနက္ိုနက္ြားအအအ္်္္ ္အစး္ိုးိုကကိ္ု
ဆြံိုးရ အး္ခကး္ခ္ဳနး္လိဳု ရ္ စ့္ ူာ်္္ ကာ္လိဳု လ္ကိုက္ဳ ါ့္္ူာ်ရ္မ် ္ကို႔က့္ကးခာဳါအ်္္  
 ကြ့ံ ကာ်း္အနာ့ႏွစဆ္ိုက္ဳနး္ဘာမႏွ
ဘာမႏွမလိဳု ဘ္န့ န့္်္ အာ့္ ဘာမႏွရ စလ္ာမႏွာ္မ္ိုအဘ္လး္္ဆကိုလကိုအာက္ကြံအ
ကြံအ္ားက္မခကာ္ႏွာကာ့ဳးအနာ့ႏွစ္ဳန္ ္က်က္္
က်က္္ူလိဳု လ္ိဳု  ္ကို႔လကိုအ်္္ ္ဆြံိုးရ အး္ခက္္ ဳကိ်ု ္ဳ ိုက်ာ္ကိ်ု ္ာကိ်ု း္ခ ကို႔္လိုကအ်္္   
 
 

4.7 Implementation of Fortune Predic-

tion System 

 
     The home page design of the system is illustrated 
in Figure 2. The url for home page is 

http://localhost:49540/2000/Default1.aspx. 

 

 
Figure 2. User Input for Fortune Prediction 

 

      In Figure 2, the user can choose any kind of user 

input among thirteen inputs. After choosing the input 
“Year of Birth, Month of Birth, Day of Birth, Born 

Day, Year want to know Prediction, Your Name, 

Myanmar Born Year” to ask for the user’s fortune pre-

diction, the user clicks “User Choice” button. After 

clicking the button, Figure 3 will appear. This system 

generates the necessary predictions depended on the 

user input presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 3. A Window Form to choose Predictions for 

Fortune 

      In Figure 3, the user can choose the required pre-

dictions for his or her fate.  The user can choose any 

one among presented predictions in Figure 3.  The pre-

dictions may vary based on the user’s choice in Figure 
2.  The collaborative agent generates the suitable pre-

dictions that match with the predictions that the corre-

sponding methods can generate.  After  the user has 

chosen the required predictions (“Healthy”, “Finance”, 

“Character” and “Numerological Name”), the user 

clicks “Input” button. And then Figure 4 will appear. 

 

 
Figure 4. A Window Form to select methods for 

Character and Healthy 

 

     In Figure 3, the user selected “Healthy”, “Finance”, 

“Character” and “Numerological Name” predictions.  

The required predictions of the user conflict with those 

of many methods.  So, the system allows the user to 
choose the required method that the system generates 

according to the user’s desired results. This form is 

shown in Figure 4.  “Numerological Name” can be 

calculated by “Numerology by Name Method”.  “Fi-

nance” can be calculated by “Chinese Method”.  So, 

this system does not request method for “Numerologi-

cal Name” and “Finance”.  “Character” can be calcu-

lated by “Hindu Method” or “Chinese Method”.  Fur-

thermore, “Healthy” can be calculated by “Hindu 

Method” or “Chinese Method” or “Numerological Day 

Method”.  So, this system requests method to predict 
“Character” and “Healthy”.  This form is shown in 

Figure 5. 

http://localhost:49540/2000/Default1.aspx
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Figure 5. A Window Form to select methods for 

Healthy 
     In Figure 5, the user can choose “Hindu Method” or 

“Chinese Method” or “All (Hindu and Chinese Meth-

od)” to predict “Character”. Moreover, the user can 

choose “Hindu Method”, “Chinese Method”, “Numer-

ological Day Method”, “Hindu and Chinese” , “Hindu 

and Numerological Day”, “Chinese and Numerological 

Day” and “All (Hindu, Chinese and Numerology Day 

Method)” to predict “Healthy”. After the user has se-

lected “Hindu Method” for “Character” and “Chinese 

Method” to predict “Healthy”, the user clicks “Input” 
button. And then Figure 6 will appear. 

 
Figure 6. A Window Form to fill Required Facts 

 

      In Figure 6, the system requests the required facts 

from the user to generate the result of the user selected 

prediction. After filling the facts that the system re-

quested, the user clicks “Search Result” button. And 

then Figure 7 will appear. 

  

 
 

Figure 7. A Window Form to display the Result of 

User’s Fortune Prediction 

 

     In Figure 7, this system displays the detail of user 

result for fortune prediction of “Healthy”, “Finance”, 

“Character” and “Numerological Name”. 

 

 

 

5.   Conclusion 

     The use of knowledge based as components within 
safety has become more and more widespread and has 

attracted renewed attention in agent based intelligent 

web-applications.   

    A very common technique operates the agents in 

these systems. They consist of a set of agents, which-

taken together-define the overall behavior of the sys-

tem. Each prediction method operates as agent in order 

to generate valuable advice and helpful guides for us-

ers who want to know their future prediction  

     This system has the facility of predicting this year 

of your life whether of good or bad condition, healthy 
facts for you, and good or bad luck of age years for 

life. 
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